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This draft language was presented for community engagement. This is not final
proposed language. Items will be brought to Board of Commissioners for
discussion and direction in early November, 2021.

These are comments received from the public
during the community engagement.

Current Ordinance

Draft Language as of 7.16.21

Comments

None

Ramsey County Parks & Recreation facilities are open to all persons regardless of
race, gender, gender identity, age, creed, national origin, sexual or affectional
orientation, color, ancestry, disability, marital status, religion, familial status, or
status with regard to public assistance.

Section 1: I would recommend stating, "...are
open to all persons." You don't have to specify
because you will leave someone out.

Section 1 - This seems already implied so I do not
think it is beneficial to include this statement. It
seems like it will have to be constantly updated to
include more terms

- Parks shall be open to the public during that period of time thirty (30)
minutes before sunrise to thirty (30) minutes after sunset. Fishing and skiing
on lighted trails may occur outside of regular park hours in accordance with
DNR regulations. It shall be unlawful for any person to enter or remain in a
park at any other time without a use permit, except when the park area or
facility hours are otherwise designated by the director, or the park area or
facility is being used as part of an authorized department program.
- Any section or part of any park may be declared closed to the public by the
director at any time and for any interval of time, either temporarily or at
regular and stated intervals, and either entirely or for certain uses as the
director shall find necessary.

- Parks hours are [TBD], but the Department may close parks or areas within parks
to the public as necessary to protect public safety or property.
- Do not enter any locked building, or area closed to the public.

"trail users on bicycles are allowed to pass
through parks, or use regional trails after hours for
transportation purposes. Users must move
through closed areas without haste.

If you open all or some parks to 24/7 use, I
2. Park Hours - if need to keep DNR language if not 2. Parks should have “closed” hours for quiet times
encourage you to officially recognize and include
hours are not 24/7.
in residential neighborhoods and times of reduced
the allowance and inclusion of allowing astronomy
potential for disturbances.
activities, stating whether or not a permit is
required, and stating that visitors to astronomical
viewing areas may not use white light in those
areas (only red lights allowed to preserve night
vision).

- Permits shall be required for the exclusive use of all or portions of specific
areas, buildings and other system facilities for conducting special events. Any
person, group or association of persons required to obtain a permit shall file
an application for such permit with the director.
- Permittee shall be bound by this ordinance and any department regulations
in force as though the same were inserted in said permit.
- Permittee shall be liable for any loss, damage or injury sustained by the
system or any person by reason of the negligence of the person or persons to
whom such permits are issued.
- Permittee shall not transfer or relinquish said permit to another person or
group of persons without written authorization from the department.
- The director shall have the authority to revoke a permit.
It
deface,
vandalize
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- Itshall
shallbebeunlawful
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with
remove
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any of the grantee’s
property
or equipment.
deface, destroy, cover, damage or remove any placard notice, or sign or parts
thereof, whether permanent or temporary, posted or exhibited by the
department.

- Permits are required for organized events and activities, or large group
gatherings.
- Some prohibited activities in this ordinance may be permitted with written
approval from the Department.
- Permit holders must follow all rules outlined in the permit.
- Permit holders cannot transfer their permits to another person or entity.
- Permit holders are responsible for any damage or injury that occurs as a result of
the event.
- The Department may revoke a permit at any time.
No person is allowed to harass or interfere with a permit holder, their event,
property, or equipment.

Inclusivity Statement

2

Park hours

3

Permits

Permits (cont.)
4

Disturbance of Natural
Resources

6

Disturbance of Wildlife

7

Section 1: unnecessary to include all these
categories, as they will likely change over time.
Just leave it as, "Ramsey County Parks &
Recreation facilities are open to all persons."

I like adding the inclusivity statement.

Section1: add body image or a similar term.

Section 1: I like that you added this.

Inclusivity Statement - please add this! Also, add a Inclusivity - All humans welcome. No need for
statement that says we recognize we are
excessive language, you will forget someone and
occupying native land (Dakota? I think)
they will get their undies and a bundle.

Section 3: Permits
Permit requirements are very vague. Be specific
about how many people in the gathering
constitutes a need for a permit (more than 10?)
And do they apply just to shelters and facilities or
to anywhere in the park? And please add
something about litter needing to be picked up to
return the gathering place to the original state.

3. Permits. Proposed language is much simpler and 3 - do not like the change of language - permits
Why is a permit now needed for any "organized
easy to understand (Plain Language)
should be required for any exclusive use, but i
activity" -- this proposed change could infringe on
don't think they should be required simply to have free assembly
an organized activity (which could be broadly
defined in such a way to discriminate against
certain activities or meet ups.)

Why both stating the rules for permit holders?
Aren't they already contained in the permit?

12

Audio Devices

13

Loitering

Section 3 - there should be a definition of what
constitutes a "large group gathering[]"; also, the
inclusion of the provision that "[s]ome prohibited
activities in this ordinance may be permitted with
written approval from the Department" is begging
for discriminatory application of the law. What
else could come from a provision allowing the
department to pick and choose which sections of
the ordinance to enforce, and which sections to
not enforce?

How many people equals a "large group gathering"
that requires a permit (#3)? When a smaller
number of people occupies a given Park space for
some amount of time, once or frequently, they
might not constitute a "planned or organized
gathering" and yet create an obstacle for other
people's enjoyment of the Park.

Not in favor of allowing wine and beer
consumption in parks.

The rule #9 should be revised to include beer,
wine and hard seltzer’s (white claws) which have
similar effects as beer and come in cans.

It shall be unlawful for any person to:
- Intentionally remove, alter, injure or destroy any natural resource without
written authorization from the department;
- Dig trenches, holes or other excavation in a park without written
authorization from the department;
- Plant or cultivate any plant except within designated areas such as
community gardens, or release any animal into a park without written
authorization from the department; or
- Remove any device, apparatus or material installed for the protection,
support or preservation of any tree, shrub or plant.

Combined with "Disturbance of Wildlife."

5: Harvesting mushrooms and fruits of plants
would be a great benefit for the county that would
not harm the natural resources. Their is increased
interest in foraging and this would foster more
connection to the nature

Ramsey County should amend Ch. 4, Sec. 13 on
Glad to see foraging is now allowed!
removing natural resources to explicitly allow the
collection of fruits, nuts, leaves, and mushrooms
for personal (non-commercial) use. Minneapolis
Parks & Rec has recently amended their rules to
allow foraging in certain areas (see discussion on
this site: https://www.fourseasonforaging.
com/urban-foraging). Foraging can be done
sustainably, and in my experience is a great way to
get people to learn about nature and begin to care
more deeply about it. Along with this change, I
think it would be nice to also allow the
cutting/removal of certain problem plants (e.g.
buckthorn, garlic mustard, etc.) so that park users
are empowered to help maintain the parks they
love.

6: add “at public’s risk” or something like that
when referring to eating mushrooms, roots or
berries from park.

strongly support revisions to sections 5 and 6.
These natural resource / wildlife revisions will be a
positive change in my opinion

It shall be unlawful for any person to:
- Kill, trap, hunt, pursue, or in any manner disturb or cause to be disturbed, or
have in possession any species of wildlife found within the confines of any
park, except that fishing may be permitted in designated areas subject to the
laws and regulations as established by the State of Minnesota; or
- Remove any animal, living or dead, from a park without written
authorization from the department. Any animal so removed or taken contrary
to the provisions of this ordinance or laws of the State of Minnesota shall be
contraband and subject to seizure and confiscation.

- Do not remove, alter, or damage any plant or animal. Fruits, nuts, and
mushrooms may be harvested to eat.
- Do not plant any plants or release an animal into the park.
- Do not dig or excavate.
- Do not feed, hunt, trap, or disturb any animal in the park. Fishing is allowed
consistent with the Rules of the State of Minnesota.

Section 6: Add that it is unlawful to release pets,
like ducks, rabbits, and reptiles, into a park. Last
winter someone released pet Pekin ducks into
Sucker Lake.

6. Happy to see the allowance of foraging.

Section 6 - provision describing taken animals as
contraband and authorizing seizure and
confiscation should be restored.

strongly support revisions to sections 5 and 6.
#6 - Disturbance of wildlife. Have seen too much
These natural resource / wildlife revisions will be a fishing litter (food/bev containers, fishing lines)
positive change in my opinion
and also discarded fish. I recommend signage
about the crucial role of fish in the local ecosystem
(consider leaving them alive in the water!!) -- and
reminders to pick up after yourself and remove all
traces of your activity.

It shall be unlawful for any person to deposit, scatter, drop or abandon in any
park, any paper, bottles, cans, sewage, waste, trashor other debris, except in
receptacles provided by the department for such purpose. No person shall
deposit in any receptacle in any park, any accumulation of waste or trash
generated outside the boundaries of the park.

Dumping or littering is not allowed. This includes trash, yard waste, liquids,
furniture, construction materials. Small amounts of trash created within the Park,
such as food containers for a picnic or decorations for a party, must be tossed in
trash or recycling containers provided in the Park, or may be carried out for
disposal off-site.

Isn't this already contained in Section 4?
Recommend removing.

Section 7: Perhaps cigarette butts can be added to Section 7: Littering
Litter - no throwing cigarette butts on the ground,
the list of litter that is not allowed.
This section really needs expanding. It currently
put inappropriate receptacles. Provide more
only talks about dumping (eg furniture etc) but
ashtrays.
doesn’t address the key issues of beer cans, water
bottles, bait pots, fishing line and picnic debris that
blight every lakeside. I realize this is difficult to
enforce but it would be helpful if you could at least
address it in your ordinances. Can you demand
environmentally friendly bait pot packaging? (We
pick up literally hundreds of those blue plastic
nightcrawler pots from the lakeside every week).

I think tobacco products should be added to the
list of items that need to be disposed of properly
(in the property damage section and littering
section).

It shall be unlawful for any person to:
- Use threatening, abusive, insulting, obscene or indecent language, or
commit, perform or engage in any lewd, lascivious, obscene or indecent act;
- Engage in fighting, quarreling, wrangling, raucous clamor or tumult;
- Disturb, harass or interfere with any park user or user’s property; or
- Solicit or ask anyone to commit, perform or engage in any lewd, lascivious,
obscene or indecent act of behavior.

This is covered by state statute and not recommended as part of the park
ordinance.

The "disturbing the peace" component should be
left in place. Already not enforced, and if you
delete it, it certainly will never be. Often here loud
music and foul language in what is supposed to be
a family environment for all to enjoy.

9: What does this accomplish? There are other
ordinances that target unwanted behavior, so why
is this necessary? It seems more like an excuse to
target "undesirables" than a practical enforcement
issue.

Section 8 should remain in the ordinance; the fact
that the state has statutes against doesn't mean
that the County should not declare what is
acceptable and unacceptable behavior in the
County Parks.

Sec 8: even if it is state law, it is worth explicitly
forbidding threats, fighting, harassment, bullying
(just as state law often repeats federal law). We
need to have clear stand at all adminisitrative
levels.

Section 8 Disturbing the peace: Retain a version of Section 8 - while these are state statutes, these are I think something should be included regarding
the existing ordinance.
the types of activities that occur frequently in the disturbing the peace and loitering - even if they
parks and and are the most notable and disruptive. are footnotes or something to explain that they
It absolutely SHOULD be referenced in park rules if are part of state statute.
nothing else as a reminder.

Section 8, What does Disturbing the peace refer
to? Loud cars, loud music, loud boats, loud
speakers.....?

8. Disturbing the Peace. I like that this section is
out of park ordinance and will be enforced thru
State statute.

Section 8 - this section should be restored in its
entirety. Much of the conduct described in the
proposed ordinances are also "covered by state
statute," but those sections are not similarly
singled out for removal. Why? Simply put, the
absence of the behavior described in the existing
section 8 is a strong, positive reason to visit county
parks, and any revision made to reduce the
county's ability to address that behavior will result
in lessened attendance. To the extent the existing
ordinance language may allow for discriminatory
enforcement, the county should supply data first
identifying whether that discrimination actually
exists, and only if it does should language be
added to address the enforcement question while
continuing to bar the described behavior.

It shall be unlawful for any person to:
- Use, possess or sell any alcoholic beverages in violation of Minnesota
Statutes;
- Serve, possess, or consume any alcoholic beverage except:
- beer and wine in areas designated by permit, or
- by concessionaire agreement approved by the Board.
- Consume or possess any alcoholic beverage at sites where the department
or its agent is a licensed vendor of alcoholic beverages unless purchased at
that site;
- Possess or bring beer or wine into a park in kegs, barrels or other tap
quantities, except as authorized by special permit; or
- Use, manufacture, possess, sell, give away, barter, exchange, distribute or
otherwise transfer any controlled substance, except on a lawful prescription
by a person licensed by law to prescribe and administer controlled
substances.

Wine and beer are allowed in Parks, but other types of alcohol or “hard liquor” is
not. Kegs, barrels, or taps require a permit. Selling alcohol requires a permit.
Note: Controlled substances is regulated by state and federal law.

Can be restated, " Consuming or selling alcohol
requires a permit. See section 3."

Alcohol should also reference local ordinance
which might be stronger than county ordinance.

Section 9: I am not sure how beer and wine are
acceptable but spirits are not. One party of 10 may
share a bottle of bourbon and be agreeable, while
another party of 5 may bring 5-36 cases of beer
and become a disturbance. If you are going to
allow it, make it equitable.

Section 9 portion about controlled substances
should remain in the park ordinance; the fact that
the state has statutes against doesn't mean that
the County should not declare what is acceptable
and unacceptable behavior in the County Parks.

section 9: Seems absurd that beer and wine are OK Section 9 Alcohol: Retain restriction on controlled
but hard liquor is not. you dont think people will substances.
get drunk on wine, but they might on whiskey or
vodka? let people bring in their drink of choice.

Section 9 - please prohibit glass containers

Section 9 allows beer and wine at parks, I am
against this, to many problems arise.

Seciotn 9 Does Wine and beer still require a
permit? If not, why not?

9. I think it would be a mistake to allow beer and
wine in parks. Nothing good would come from
this.

9. Alcohol. The new language is much simpler and
easy to understand.

9. It'd be nice to include hard cider, hard seltzer,
etc. in the same "allowed" list as wine and beer they seem to fit in the same category of use.

The proposed change to "Wine and beer are
I think some parks should be alcohol free.
allowed in Parks, but other types of alcohol or
“hard liquor” is
not. Kegs, barrels, or taps require a permit. Selling
alcohol requires a permit.
Note: Controlled substances is regulated by state
and federal law." is great. I'd like to be able to go
to, for example, McCarrons Beach and be able to
enjoy an adult beverage. One thing you should add
is no glass bottes to help prevent injury. It's not
too much to ask to have people bring their
beverages in cans or plastic containers.

There should be no alcohol allowed. Causes
problems

Section 9: Beer and Wine seem more progressive,
and since there's so much usage in the parks
already, it seems more inclusive to allow
something rather than nothing

Section 9 - more definitions are needed. What
constitutes wine, what constitutes beer, what
constitutes "hard liquor." Should there also be a
restriction on the quantity allowed? Should public
intoxication in the parks be barred?

Why allow alcohol in the parks? What does it do
but in some people encourage inappropriate
activity. In parks where children are present why
allow people to bring alcohol that may become
available to youth?

Section 9, why is hard alcohol not allowed? Why
does the origin of the alcohol matter? I can have a
15% wine or 20-25% fortified wine (port) but can’t
have a 10% margarita or rum and coke? Who’s
going to check that? Is hard seltzer beer or wine,
no, it’s diluted ethanol so neither beer nor wine
and better be prohibited if distilled spirits are too.

Keep Alcohol, tobacco use prohibited. It’s not
Alcohol: change to no glass bottles. Beer and wine 9. Alcohol and Controlled substances -People can In the alcohol section, I’d like there to be language
healthy, promotes to park users, brings loud, rude, only is too vague, what about ciders, hard seltzers, get just as drunk on beer or wine. There should be about no intoxication at parks
no reason to not allow hard liquor.
trash… aren’t restaurants liable for accidents from etc.
drinking /drugs at their establishment, the city,
county, state may be liable if anything bad
happens :(

Many nonprofits or festivals have onsite gambling
that should be allowed, such as selling raffle
tickets.

Gambling is not allowed. This would harm non
profits that do a silent auction or raffle for
fundraisers.

Section 10 states that gambling is not allowed but
that is already in State statute so I am not clear
why this would be left in the ordinance if Section 8
and 9 are being .

Secc 10: I know loitering ordinances are
problematic, but, esp. after in darker hours,
women and children can be at greater risk of
attack around facilities (e.g. leaving or in
restrooms). Is there a way to distinguish harmless
"hanging out" from lurking with intent?

#10: gambling is not allowed? what does this
mean, you cant play texas hold'em at a picnic table
with friends? that makes no sense. why is a game
of rummy OK but poker isnt?

Section 10 - the ordinance should define what
constitutes "gambling." If my grandmother sits
down with a Bingo card, would she be violating the
new ordinance?

Is it possible to prohibit the feeding of the ducks
and geese in the park? The feeding of birds is
causing congregation of waterfowl at the beach
which causes swimmers itch.

Section 3: "Permits are required for organized
it looks like permit holders will not longer have
events and activities, or large group
exclusive use of reserved areas...should not
gatherings." This is extremely vague and could be change this
interpreted to include small mountain bike or ski
training groups that use parks as a meetup
location (or a high school xc ski team practicing). I
think this is unnecessarily restrictive to park use,
as these groups don't take up enough park
resources to affect the use of other residents.
Adding language about organized activities with
more that X number of people requiring a permit
would add clarity to the actual intentions of this
Section
- "tossed"
in atrashed
should
be replaced
section. 4I can
see how
50-person
group
with
a more accurate
term,
perhaps
"deposited."
monopolizing
a section
of the
trail could
garner
complaints, but this just needs to be more specific.

Section 3, Permits: requiring permits for organized Permits - require that the area is cleaned
events and activities is unnecessary and chills the thoroughly including picking up cigarette butts.
free and casual use of the parks. Me inviting the
kids’ softball team I coach to the beach for a team
party is an organized event— that sort of use
should not require a permit, but would under your
language. Moreover, the term “large group” is
vague. Permits should be required only for
exclusive use of facilities.

#6 - maybe add "edible" to the fruits, nuts and
mushrooms section; and clarify whether or not
edible plants are able to be harvested too (e.g.,
dandelions, mint).

Section 7 - this section appears to be duplicative of I think "leave no trace" and "pack in pack out"
section 4, clause 2, and one or the other should be should be mindset for all Parks and written into
struck.
ordinance wherever relevant (#7 littering, make it
part of permits for activities, etc) -- more
emphatically than proposed language about litter:
"may be carried out for disposal off-site."

8. needs to be included to remind people to
behave all the rewording sounds less like rules
and laws and more like suggestions.

Gambling is not allowed.

Firearms

What is a definition of a “large group gathering”?
This needs to be defined if you can be fined for
having too large of a group without a permit.

Section 4: Use if park property. Prohibiting use of
park property for personal or private use is an
overbroad and vague prohibition. I’d like to see
this section prohibit camping or living in the parks.

10

11

Inclusivity statement a joke. Of course everyone is
welcome. We often see groups of Hmong using
the shelter for fun multi family picnics.

4. Destruction. I like that you are more detailed on
prohibited actions. I live near Beaver Lake and
there has been a lot of dumping of personal
property on park grounds.

3. examaples of large gathering are needed to
prevent the i did not know excuse

Alcohol and controlled
substances (cont.)

Gambling

1. A statement identifying various groups isn’t
necessary; keep it vague and state that they are
intended to be a welcoming place to be used by
all.

- Do not damage, vandalize, alter, or remove any park property, including
Section 4. It should still be written as “unlawful” to
buildings, grounds, signs, or equipment.
damage ( etc.)
- Dumping or littering is not allowed. This includes trash, yard waste, liquids,
furniture, construction materials. Small amounts of trash created within the Park,
such as food containers for a picnic or decorations for a party, must be tossed in
trash or recycling containers provided in the Park, or may be carried out for
disposal off-site .
- Do not use park property for personal or private use, such as storing equipment,
building structures, installing objects, posting signs, or placing utilities.
- All signs, barriers, and posted rules and regulations must be followed at all times.
- All lost and found items will be turned over to the Ramsey County Sheriff’s
Department, and disposed of according to Minnesota Statutes, Section 345.15

Disturbing the Peace
(cont.)

Alcohol and controlled
substances

Section 1 - is there not an inclusivity statement
elsewhere in the county code/charter addressing
county facilities at large? If so, presence of an
additional statement is nothing more than mere
surplusage and should be struck.

Section 3 - I like the current language much more
than the proposed language. In the proposed
language, it says "large groups" - that is very
unclear. Is that 10 people? 50 people? Also, in the
proposed language it says "organized events or
activities" - that is also unclear. What makes an
event or activity "organized"?

Disturbing the Peace

9

1. not needed covered by state statute

Thank you for asking for public input. I've lived in
Ramsey County for 24 years. I love it here!

Littering

8

i like the addition of section 1

Section 3: I request that there should be a
notification area for permits to those residents
within 350 feet of a shelter/parking lot affected.
This notification should have the contact
information of who to inform if there are issues.

Destruction/defacement of
park property/signs

5

1- glad to see it

It shall be unlawful for any person to gamble or participate in any game of
chance for a consideration of items of value, except as may be permitted by
the Board in accordance with Minnesota Statutes.
It shall be unlawful for any person to:
- Possess within park property, fire or discharge, or cause to be fired or
discharged across, in or into any portion of the park, any gun or firearm,
spear, bow and arrow, crossbow, sling shot, air or gas weapon, or any other
dangerous weapon or projectile, except for purposes designated by the Board
in areas and at times designated by the Board;
- Possess, set off or attempt to set off or ignite any firecracker, fireworks,
smoke bombs, rockets, black powder guns or other pyrotechnics without
authorization from the Director; or
- Possess or carry in any park, any airgun, knife with a blade three (3) or more
inches in length, slingshot, dart or projectile thrower, or any other dangerous
or illegal weapon.

- Guns and other weapons are not allowed in Parks, except where permitted by
Section 11: licensed permit-to-carry holders should Section 11 should allow a firearm to be displayed
Minnesota law and local ordinances. Bows and arrows are allowed in archery
be allowed.
or discharged in lawful self-defense under state
ranges. Crossbows are allowed at archery ranges for adaptive needs.
law.
- Firing any weapon in or into a Park is not allowed.
- Possessing or setting off fireworks, rockets, smoke bombs, or other pyrotechnics is
not allowed.

Re: Section 11, does that mean permit holders are 11. Firearms. Like the plain language. Wonder how
not allowed to carry in parks? If so, that should be this applies to people with permit to carry? Leave
clearly posted at all park entrances so it's obvious weapons at home?
to everyone. Either way, that should also be stated
more clearly in the ordinance ("except where
permitted by Minnesota law and local ordinances"
is technically correct, but extremely unhelpful to
someone trying to abide by the law who is trying
to figure out whether or not it's allowed).

Section 11 - the new ordinance language, allowing
weapons "where permitted by Minnesota law and
local ordinances," seems to create an exception
for those carrying guns with a permit. Is this the
department's intent? Furthermore, "gun" should
be changed to "firearm" to align with state
statutes, or should otherwise be defined.

#11 - People lit a LOT of fireworks in that Park
around July 4. PLEASE enforce this part of the
ordinance! Terrifying for birds and animals
(including some of us humans). Also a lot of litter,
and potentially a fire hazard.

It shall be unlawful for any person to operate or play any musical instrument,
radio, television, record or tape player, loudspeaker, public address system or
sound amplifying equipment of any kind in any park in such a manner that
the sound emanating therefrom is audible beyond fifty (50) feet of the set or
instrument and, subsequently, interferes with use of the park by others or
disturbs the residents of adjacent properties.

Audio devices, such as speakers, radios, and instruments may be played, but should Can be restated, "Noise/music emitting devices
We need noise ordinances to match the cities that
be heard no more than 25 feet away. Groups or picnic shelter users must apply for must be no louder than conversational levels.
the parks are in.
a permit for amplified sound, and the sound should be heard no more than 50 feet Amplified sound requires a permit. See section 3."
away.

Amplified sound - good luck. Sound will travel.
Section 12 Audio Devices should have an hour
And no single law enforcement agency will enforce after which they cannot be used such as 9pm
it. Also Battle Creek is no amplified sound. Is that
changing?

Section 12 Audio Devices- ambiguous language.
Easily accessed smart phone apps can be used for
measuring decibels at defined distance is a better
metric.

Noise is also a concern. Loud music, amplifiers,
section 12 - why not use state standards for noise?
etc. should NOT be allowed in the parks. It is very
annoying and deeply impacts those who are going
to parks to enjoy peaceful outing.

Section 12 - This is pretty tough. An example
would be the church services at the Long Lake Park
pavilion, which are amplified, and can be heard
out on the lake due to the architecture and
environment. Better to pick a DB limit at 50', and
use that as a metric. "There's an app for that"

Section 12 - language of "should be heard no more #14 use of audio. Its fine to play music but if I can
than 25 feet away" should be revised, as it speaks hear it across the whole beach it's not good. Low
to the potential actions of a hearer rather than the volumes please.
person causing the music to be emitted. Perhaps
should be "audible" no more than 25 feet away.
Should there be a further provision requiring audio
devices to be doused if they're found to be
disruptive to others at the park - families sitting at
closely-spaced picnic tables, for example? And
should there be a bar on obscene music - that
which includes profanity, descriptions of sexual
activity, lauding of violence, etc.?

section 13 - I think having something for loitering
is reasonable. Regardless of who you are (age,
race, religion, sex, etc.), if you're being shady you
should be investigated.

Section 13 - Please explain how these ordinances 13. Loitering. There have been people sleeping in
have been used to discriminate specific to Ramsey the park overnight -- possibly homeless. How is
County parks.
this being handled?

#13 stalking of persons should be illegal in new
rules.

Section #13: Loitering If you remove the rule
Section 13: Loitering prevention seems important.
against loitering, kids, women, and elderly will not
be safe in the parks. This doesn't discriminate - it
just keeps us safe.

It shall be unlawful for any person to:
This type of ordinance has historically been found to be used to discriminate.
- Enter any comfort station or restroom, washroom or toilet facilities set
Appropriate protections are covered by state statute. Recommended for removal.
apart or designated for the opposite sex, except a minor in the custody and
under the supervision of a parent or guardian, or a person attending to or
assisting a handicapped person; or
- Lurk or loiter in or around the toilet or other system facility, except to use or
wait for an accompanying person using such facility for the purpose for which
it is intended.

13 - glad to see it go

Section 13 should not be removed. It is a common Section 13 needs to be left in to protect against
sense prohibition. Loitering around toilets and
sexual assault.
using opposite sex toilets is not ok. The county
should provide unisex private family toilets if it is
concerned about letting people who identify as
opposite gender use the toilet of their choice.

item 13 should keep"Lurk or loiter in or around the
toilet or other system facility, except to use or wait
for an accompanying person using such facility for
the purpose for which it is
intended."

#9 Can people openly walk around with alcohol in
parks? it seems like the answer is yes, based on
the new rules.

Section 13 - the department states this ordinance
has been "found to be used to discriminate."
Please elaborate on those findings - when was this
finding made? What sort of individual was the
statute used against? The language of the existing
ordinance is clearly non-discriminatory, and its
goals seem clear and sound. This revision too
reeks of being a solution in search of a problem.

Secondly, your loitering section seems to allow
anyone to use any bathroom. If I have a
daughter how do I know it is safe to enter a
bathroom if anyone is allowed to enter? Men
should be in male bathrooms and women in
woman's bathrooms. If you want to have neutral
gender bathrooms then you need to have separate
bathrooms for individuals so only one person can
enter at a time. Then it doesn't matter.

Section 13 loitering: I want to make sure that
bathrooms are labeled male and female. I do not
want to zen my 11 year old granddaughter into a
bathroom and have a man in there!!!!! Who are
we protecting???? I feel discriminated against. I
want to be assured that if I enter a bathroom it is
for me, a female, and not whoever wants to walk
in there.

This draft language was presented for community engagement. This is not final
proposed language. Items will be brought to Board of Commissioners for
discussion and direction in early November, 2021.
#

Section

Current Ordinance

Draft Language as of 7.16.21

It shall be unlawful for any person to conduct processions, parades, pageants, Covered in permits section:
ceremonies, exhibitions, celebrations, training exercises, speeches,
- Permits are required for organized events and activities, or large group
entertainment or other public gatherings through or in any park without a
gatherings.
Parades/entertainment/pu
permit.
blic meetings

15

Comercial
use/solicitation/advertixin
g/photography

Comments
#13 - Loitering as defined here (scary bathroom
lurkers, which hopefully are obviously prohibited)
is not the kind of "loitering" that has "historically
been used to discriminate" -- that is usually on the
basis of race; i.e. in particular, Black/brown teens,
men, families hanging out together and white
people perceiving them as a threat simply because
they are there (in any number, doing anything).
How is this kind of situation addressed and dealt
with? The current proposal (to remove and say
nothing?) strikes me as evading the issue. I
recommend having proactive language and plan
for it, doesn't have to be called "loitering."
Between this and removal of #8 disturbing the
peace -- what is the option when some people's
use of the Parks space encroaches (unfairly,
disruptively) on those around them even if not
“illegal” in state law? I don't see but recommend
some kind of statement related to sharing the Park
respectfully with others, considering effects of
your activity (noise, smoke, extended occupancy of
spaces) on other humans, wildlife, neighbors.

Loitering (cont.)

14

These are comments received from the public
during the community engagement.

It shall be unlawful for any person to:
- Solicit, sell or otherwise peddle any goods, ware, merchandise, services,
liquids or edibles in a park, except by authorized concession or written
authorization from the Director;
- Operate a still, motion picture, video or other camera for commercial
purposes in a park without written authorization from the Director; or
- Expose, distribute or place any sign, advertisement, notice, poster or display
in a park without written authorization from the Director; or
- Distribute or disseminate any leaflets, pamphlets, circulars, handbills,
advertisements or other written or printed material without the written
authorization of the Director.

16

Section 14 - this activity would be covered in the
permits section, if the proposed language of
section 3 more completely defined the covered
activity. What is an "organized event?" What
would constitute a "disorganized event," which by
the language of the ordinance would not be
covered?

- Soliciting donations or money, or selling anything in Parks is not allowed.
- Advertising in Parks is not allowed, unless part of a permitted event.
- Commercial photography that requires a crew larger than just one photographer
is not allowed without a permit.

#15-16 - I'm in full support of no soliciting or sales,
but wonder about availability of food trucks and
carts (coffee, paletas, tacos, snacks and desserts
types of things). If permitted and managed to
provide a great service without unduly creating
problems of garbage, noise, smells and etc, they
can be a positive addition and economic benefit.
Healthy treats, small businesses!

Soliciting donations or money, or selling anything in Parks is not allowed.

Soliciting Donations - this would harm those that
hold fundraisers. And those who panhandle.

Soliciting Donations
It shall be unlawful for any person to beg or solicit alms, donations or
contributions within a park.
17

Fires

18

It shall be unlawful for any person to:
Fires are allowed only in approved fire rings and must be completely extinguished
- Start or maintain a fire in any park, except small (not larger than three feet when unattended. Cooking fires are allowed only in grills provided by the
in diameter) recreational fires in fireplaces or fire rings provided for that
Department or small private grills. Ashes or hot coals must be disposed of in
purpose;
containers marked specifically for ashes and coals.
- Start or maintain cooking fires, except in grills provided for that purpose.
Private grills may be used in designated areas provided that all ashes and
residue therefrom are disposed of in containers provided for such disposal;
- Leave a fire unattended or fail to fully extinguish a fire; or
- Scatter or leave unattended lighted matches, ashes, tobacco, paper or other
combustible material.

Sec. 17: add a provision that fires may be
Fires - camp stoves should be allowed to be used
forbidden entirely in dangerous conditions (e.g.
in the picnic areas they are no different than a
severe drought or severe air quality alerts). In the small grill.
current climate conditions this area is not immune
from wildfire risks.

It shall be unlawful for any person to use park property for a starting or
landing field for aircraft, hot air balloons, parachutes, hang gliders or other
flying apparatus without a permit.

- Do not use parks for aviation takeoff or landing.
- Drones may not be operated within the Park, except in designated areas.

If responsible drone/UAV operators will
continue to be discriminated against by the
county (as is mentioned in both the current
and proposed language), it would be
appropriate for the county to meet with
responsible operator groups and establish
areas where they can be operated. UAVs
operated recreationally by trained and
responsible pilots are no more of a nuisance in
parks than loud gatherings, children at
playgrounds, etc. Taxpaying UAV pilots should
have the right to operate in parks and enjoy
what they are paying for.

It shall be unlawful for any person to bring in, set up, construct, manage or
operate any amusement or entertainment contraption, device or gadget
without a permit.

Any large equipment, like a bounce house, dunk tank, smoker requires a permit.

Section 19 - "large equipment" should be more
thoroughly defined.

Aviation

19
Amusement Contraptions
20

It shall be unlawful for any person to fly or use any fuel or electric powered
Drones are covered in Aviation Section. Remaining section is recommended for
model aircraft, boat, car or rocket, or like-powered toy or model without
removal.
written authorization from the Director. This section shall not apply to models
or toys which are powered by hand-wound springs, rubber, or other elastic
Engine-owered models and
materials, or by inertial flywheels.
toys

21

22

Sec. 20: Motored and non-motored boats are
hugely different in terms of noise and damage.
Either keep the need for a permit, or clearly
specify particular lakes for motorized use and
enforce speed limits to avoid damaging shore line.
Also, rockets are huge fun and learning, but
serious hazards--require permit with appropriate
safety guidelines. I would make these 2 separate
sections.

Section 20 - should this section be removed? It
seems to cover a large category of devices,
including model rockets and aircraft, than does the
revised section 18.

Interference with
employee performance of
duty

It shall be unlawful for any person to impersonate any employee or agent of
the department or interfere with, harass or hinder any employee or agent in
the discharge of duties.

Do not interfere with a Park employee or agent of the Department in the
performance of their duties.

Section 22 - why not expand this definition to
include all county employees?

It shall be unlawful for any person to:
- Cause or allow any pet to roam or be at large in any park;
- Permit a pet, except guide animals to assist a blind or impaired person, to
enter any beach area, picnic area, nature interpretive area, wildlife refuge,
golf course, park building or park shelter;
- Bring a pet into an authorized area of a park unless caged or on a leash not
more than six (6) feet in length, except in a designated pet exercise or training
area;
- Permit a pet to disturb, harass or interfere with any park visitor, park visitor’
s property or park employee;
- Tether any animal to a tree, plant, building or park equipment;
- Have custody or control of any pet in a park without possessing and using an
appropriate device for cleaning up pet feces and disposing of the feces in a
sanitary manner; or
- Permit any pet or domestic animal to graze or browse in any park.

- Pets must be on a leash no more than 6 feet long at all times, except within
fenced dog parks.
- Pets are not allowed in any Parks building, picnic areas, beach areas,
playgrounds, golf courses, or on the Tamarack Nature Center grounds. This does
not include service animals as defined by Americans with Disabilities Act.
- Do not leave pets unattended or allow them to disturb others.
- Pet feces must be picked up and property disposed of by owner.

Dog restrictions need to be removed from vadnais Section 23, pets: children often want to stop at
sucker lake trails.
playgrounds during our daily dog walks (the only
thing that gets us out of the house) Please be
realistic and allow responsible parents to tend to
both children and pets at the same time.

25

Civil forfeiture built into the park ordinances is a
bit of a disgrace. Chapter VI article 1 section 2.
That language should be removed.

It shall be unlawful for any person to:
1.Willfully resist, refuse or fail to comply with any order, direction or request
lawfully given by any peace officer, department employee or agent acting
under the authority of the Board and in accordance with this ordnance; or
Interfere with or, in any manner, hinder any department employee, agent or
peace officer during the performance of assigned duties.

Recommended for removal: employees are covered in another section, and law
enforcement is covered by state statute.

Section 26 - plenty of surplusage exists elsewhere
in the revised ordinance; why is the department so
concerned about it here, when it serves to protect
peace officers? Furthermore, under the proposed
ordinance revisions violations may result in
administrative proceedings, which are different
entirely from other criminal statutes referred to in
this proposal. What benefit would the department
see by foreclosing on having parallel
administrative proceedings to bar conduct that the
department wants to prohibit?

Posted regulations,
directional signs and
graphics

It shall be unlawful for any person to disregard or fail to comply with any
posted regulations, directional signs and graphics, barriers or other control
devices located within any park.

All signs, barriers, and posted rules and regulations must be followed at all times.

Encroachments

It shall be unlawful for any person to encroach on park property with such
Do not use park property for personal or private use, such as storing equipment,
items as fences, gardens, other personal property, or to disturb the natural
building structures, installing objects, posting signs, or placing utilities.
landscape, vegetation or structures on park property or otherwise use park
property for private use. All setbacks and other local zoning regulations are in
effect and apply against properties adjacent to a County Park as they would
against property adjacent to private property.

Section 28 - is the county abandoning its claim to
zoning regulations and setbacks in county parks?
If not, why remove the language?

It shall be unlawful for any person to:
- All Park shelters and pavilions require a permit to use.
- Assume exclusive use of a reservation picnic site or shelter without a permit; - 10’x10’ canopies may be used among picnic tables, but must be weighted down,
- Use a portion of a reservation picnic area or shelter without a permit if the and cannot be staked into the ground or tied to trees or other Park property.
area is reserved by a permitted group;
Additional provisions included in permit section.
- Conduct picnic activity at reservation picnic sites contrary to a permit, or
otherwise violate provisions of a permit; or
- Set up temporary shelters, tarps, canopies and other such devices without a
permit

Section 29. It is not reasonable to say that a permit Section 29: Picnicking
is required to use the shelter. What about the
This only addresses picnicking in shelters. What
spontaneous gathering of a few moms and their
about elsewhere on park property?
kids to eat lunch in the shade after playing on the
playground? Instead, you could specify the need
for a permit if a group wants exclusive use of the
shelter…verbiage that implies a reservation for a
special, scheduled gathering within a set time
frame.

26

Peace Officers and
Employees

28

29

Picnicking

Section 23: The second bullet point seems to be
missing the first part of its sentence. What is
written does not make sense.

Allow DOGS on leashes everywhere!

#29: Requiring a permit for ALL, non-exclusive use
of shelters and pavilions is rather extreme.

The draft language, "All park shelters and pavilions Section 29: Proposal requires a permit for all use
require a permit to use" is too restrictive.
of pavilions and shelters. I believe we ought to
continue to allow use of pavilions and shelters
There are many weekdays when small park picnic when they are not reserved for exclusive use.
shelters, and even some pavilions are not
reserved. I cannot think of any reason why a group
who spontaneously shows up at the park shouldn't
be allowed to use the shelter without a permit if
no one else has reserved it. If every shelter or
pavilion has signage letting people know whether
it is reserved or not, then if it isn't reserved,
people should be allowed to use it. This draft rule
makes it sound like only the entitled wealthy are
allowed to use shelters/pavilions.

I recently saw someone flying a drone from the
parking lot, out over the Lake and along water's
edge -- he was flushing out and then essentially
chasing small herons and blackbirds with the
drone! It was loud, scary enough for me as a
human to hear its high pitched engine overhead,
wondering if he was filming me, etc. I see #18 is
about drone use -- at most, allow drones only on
recreational grounds and away from people and
wildlife (unless planned and permitted use etc).

Section 23 Pets: Proposed ordinance about beach
areas is nonsensical. Requires a rewrite.

Pets should be allowed with the owners on a
picnic in the picnic area

Let me keep my family dog, at least, with us at the Section 23: Is like to be able to bring my dog in the Also pets should be allows in some picnic areas.
picnic table.
beach area, so long as we are not interfering with
others’ use and enjoyment of the beach. There are
days when nobody is there, and I’d like to bring
him for a swim.

It shall be unlawful for any person to locate, construct or erect any sewer, gas Do not use park property for personal or private use, such as storing equipment,
pipe, water pipe, hydrant, lamp post, telephone or electric post, conduit,
building structures, installing objects, posting signs, or placing utilities.
pump, lift station or other utility feature in any park without approval of the
Board. Every person, firm or corporation who receives a contract or permit to
do work shall, after such work has commenced and until same has been
completed, isolate the construction area by security fencing, warning lights
and signs, or other appropriate measures that will protect the public from
exposure to danger and prevent unnecessary accidents.
Lost or mislaid articles, money or personal property which are found in any
All lost and found items will be turned over to the Ramsey County Sheriff’s
park shall be delivered or turned over to the Ramsey County Sheriff’s Patrol
Department, and disposed of according to Minnesota Statutes, Section 345.15
Station or to the nearest on-duty peace officer. Property will be disposed of in
accordance with Minnesota Statutes 345.15.

Lost and found articles

Section 23 Pets I routinely run into people with
unleashed pets. More enforcement is needed in
this area, with education and/or fines.

Section 18: Permit recreational use of drones that
fully complies with current FAA regulations https:
//www.faa.gov/uas/recreational_fliers/ Consider
licensed drone pilots to operate drones for
photography purposes with permit and in
accordance with the relevant FAA regs.

#23 - I don't understand what's proposed in the
23. I have never understood keeping pets out of
highlighted part? Yes, keep pets leashed and out of picnic areas or beaches when pets are leashed,
wildlife areas. I would love to see more municipal monitored and picked up after.
application of domestic grazers (goats, sheep)
instead of power equipment for managing grass
and other plants, as a permitted use with
permit/contract -- so suggest the Ordinance not
prohibit that.

Pets (cont.)

Utilities

#17 - Recommend use of non-toxic fire starters
and charcoals.

section 20 - using powered cars (models) and
Section 20 The remote controlled boats on the
boats is acceptable? What about the impacts on
lake are very annoying and not governed by any
others in the same space (fishing, picnicking, etc.) - ordinances.....they should be.
there are times when a few kids get together and
race around the sand or athletic fields. In addition
to being noisy & sometimes rude, they can also do
damage.

2. Park Hours and 21. Unlawful Occupancy - please Section 21 - why is "enter" barred, but "remain in"
understand that not all "area(s) closed to the
removed? What problem does the removal of that
public." are clearly marked as such. Better signage language solve? It should be retained
would be greatly appreciated.
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Section 17 - should there be a provision allowing
the department to bar fires in conditions of high
fire danger?

#18 Drones should be allowed in parks by certified Section 18 - are there any existing designated
FAA pilots.
drone areas? Should the use of a drone instead
require a permit?

It shall be unlawful for any person to enter in any way, any building,
Do not enter any locked building, or area closed to the public.
installation or area that may be under construction, locked or closed to public
use; or to enter, remain in, or be upon any building, installation or area after
the posted closing time or before the posted opening time, or contrary to the
posted notice in any park.

Pets

Can you restrict fires when the fire danger is high
(like this summer has been)?

Section 18, I'd like to see drones not be allowed,
Section 18 - please prohibit drones at nature
period. Most have cameras, most can record, and centers and wildlife interpretation areas, as they
we are living in a time where everything we do can disturb wildlife
be linked via machine learning up once uploaded
to the internet. Their view will also extend past the
boundaries of the park and can be an issue of
privacy for others, as these parks are usually close
to residential areas.

Unlawful Occupancy

23

27

16 & 38. I'm concerned about these sections being #15-16 - I'm in full support of no soliciting or sales,
used to discriminate against people experiencing but wonder about availability of food trucks and
homelessness.
carts (coffee, paletas, tacos, snacks and desserts
types of things). If permitted and managed to
provide a great service without unduly creating
problems of garbage, noise, smells and etc, they
can be a positive addition and economic benefit.
Healthy treats, small businesses!

Lost & found articles - that's ridiculous to require
turning it over to the Sheriff, they are not going to
want every dog tag or baby shoe that I pick up.
Why don't you have lost and foundboxes for
deposit UNLESS it is a value over say, $25 - then
turn it over to the Sheriff.

It should read: If you want exclusive use of a picnic
shelter or pavilion, you need to reserve it.
Otherwise, you need to share it with everyone else
in the park.

29 - it should be allowed for people to use a
29– individuals should be allowed to still use a non Picnicking - shelters and pavilions should be open
pavilion or shelter if there is no one else using it
reserved picnic shelter
for people to use if no one has a permit to occupy
and it is not conflicting with an existing reservation
them.
or permit.

#29 - As a recent transplant from Chicago, I really
appreciate this ordinance's restrictions on use of
canopies and randomly setting up big personal
picnic areas with grills, music speakers, and etc
(which also creates an enormous amount of
garbage). That scene significantly decreased my
use and enjoyment of the Parks in Chicago.

The language for pets within the beach area is not
quite clear. Are they allowed? Can you only use
the pavilions if you have a permit or can you use
them without permit if they aren’t being rented?

I would appreciate more monitoring, and less
tolerance of off leash dogs. I have had several
encounters with threatening dogs. There also
seems to be more left behind poop bags on trails
even bags thrown into trees above. Maybe more
cans for disposal would help.

The biggest problem I witness in parks is white
people letting their dogs run without a leash. It is
really scary to have to deal with dogs running up
to people. I wish there was more strict
enforcement of leash laws.

This draft language was presented for community engagement. This is not final
proposed language. Items will be brought to Board of Commissioners for
discussion and direction in early November, 2021.
#

Section

30

Swimming/Water
Recreation

31

Fishing

32

Boating

33

Bicycling

34

Golf

35

These are comments received from the public
during the community engagement.

Current Ordinance

Draft Language as of 7.16.21

Comments

It shall be unlawful for any person to:
- Bathe, wade or swim in any park waters, except in such areas specifically
designated for such use;
- Intentionally expose his or her genitals, pubic area, buttocks or female
breasts below the top of the areola with less than a fully opaque covering
while wading, swimming or using any beach or other area within a park, if
ten (10) years of age or older;
- Take glass bottles or glass containers of any kind into a designated beach
area;
- Start or maintain a fire or grill in a designated beach area;
- Scuba dive in a designated swimming area, except by written authorization
from the director; or
- Bring into or use at any beach any innertube, life raft or other inflatable or
buoyant object intended to support a person, except U.S. Coast Guard
approved life jackets or vests when properly attached.

- Swimming is only allowed in designated swimming areas.
- Appropriate swimwear is required for those over the age of 10.
- Keep glass containers and bottles out of beach areas.
- No fires or grills in beach areas.
- No inflatable toys, such as inner tubes, rafts, or loungers are allowed. U.S. Coast
Guard-approved life jackets are allowed and encouraged.
- Follow all lifeguard or staff directions and instructions.

Section 30 - "Appropriate" is a subjective term. I
think the current language is more clear, although
too loose. Instead of "below the top of the areola",
I think "below halfway between the top of the
breast and nipple" would be better, although more
challenging to enforce.

Appropriate swimwear is a loaded description.
Who decides what is appropriate? Many people
from other faiths swim with extra coverage that
many would not consider it appropriate.

Section 30: why regulate swimming outside of the
swim area? People who want to swim longer
distances have trouble finding places to go

It shall be unlawful for any person to:
- Fish in a park in violation of any provisions of Minnesota Statutes;
- Fish in a prohibited area;
- Take any fish, frog, turtle or crayfish by spearing, archery, netting, trapping
from park waters or from any shoreline, pier or dock under the jurisdiction of
the Board;
- Fish in a reckless or careless manner so as to create a nuisance or to
endanger the safety of other park users;
- Cut a hole in the ice of any park waters, except where ice fishing is permitted
and then only when said hole is less than ten (10) inches in diameter.
- Erect a permanent or portable ice fishing shelter on any park waters without
a permit;
- Move an ice fishing shelter onto or off of the ice from any park, except from
access points designated by the Director; or
- Leave an ice fishing shelter unattended on park land.

- Follow all Minnesota State Statutes and Rules.
- Do not fish in prohibited areas.
- Spearing, netting, and trapping any aquatic animals is prohibited.
- Ice fishing houses must use boat launches to access the water and cannot be kept
on park property.

I realize that this goes along with state laws but
can you use this section to ban lead sinkers, for
example? What about adding a line about fishing
trash?

Section 31 - please prohibit fishing at Tamarack
Nature Center

31. Fishing - Ice houses. People do use ice houses
on Beaver Lake and there is no boat launch,
although I think there is a plan to install a launch.

It shall be unlawful for any person to:
- Launch or land any watercraft upon any waters within a park, except in
designated areas;
- Leave any watercraft unattended, except in designated areas;
- Operate any watercraft in a designated swimming area or other prohibited
area;
- Operate any watercraft in park waters in violation of Minnesota Statutes,
86B, “Waters and Watercrafts’’;
- Launch, dock or operate any watercraft within 100 feet of any designated
swimming area;
- Tow a person on water-skis, surfboard, kneeboard or innertube in a
designated swimming area or enter a designated swimming area on such
device;
- Operate any watercraft in violation of rules and regulations limiting
watercraft type, horsepower size, type of motor, direction of travel or speed;
- Operate any watercraft in such a manner that its wash or wake will
endanger, harass or unnecessarily interfere with any person or property; or
- Launch or remove any watercraft from park waters without inspecting the
watercraft and trailer for aquatic vegetation, removing and properly
disposing of said vegetation in containers provided.

- Boats must launch only at designated areas, such as boat launches.
- Do not leave boats unattended.
- Boats and boats towing people (water skiers, towable tubes) must stay 100 feet
away from swimming areas.
- Do not create wake that will damage, injure, or disturb people or Park property.
- All watercraft must inspect for and remove any aquatic plants or animals
according to guidelines at ramseycounty.us/ais. Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 84D,
Invasive Species also applies.

32 Boating section. Remove motorized boats from
lake mccarrons. With 20 potentially new boat
owners plus two party properties there is an
increase in harming someone. Why not the same
rules as phalan which is larger.

32. Boating. Again, no boat launch is available at
Beaver Lake. Boats with motors are not allowed
but I'm not sure how I know this. I don't think we
would want motor boats on a small lake, such as
Beaver Lake, so you may need some more detailed
language here.

Boats that make big waves should not be allowed
on any Ramsey Connty lake. They are two
dangerous, disruptive and damaging to shorelines.
One swamped my 14 foot fishing boat and I had no
recourse. Bad deal.

It shall be unlawful for any person to:
- Operate a bicycle, except on paved bike trails and roadways, and except as
close to the right hand side of the paved bike trail or roadway as conditions
permit;
- Operate a bicycle on unpaved trails, except at areas and times designated
for that purpose;
- Operate a bicycle in violation of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 169, “Highway
Traffic Violation’’;
- Ride or operate a bicycle, except in a prudent and careful manner or at a
speed faster than is reasonable and safe with regard to the safety of the
operator and other persons in the immediate area; or

- Bicycles must be operated in a safe manner , as close to the right-hand side of the
trail as safe conditions allow.
- Bicyclists must yield to pedestrians and pass with care.
- Bicycles must be operated only on paved trails, except for designated off-road
biking trails.
- Follow all Minnesota State Statutes regarding bicycles.
- Electric bicycles are allowed on the trails and must be operated safely at speeds
below 20 mph.

Is the proposed speed limit for electric bicycles (20
mph) the same as for non-electric bicycles? The
speed limit for trails should be enforced for all
bicycles, scooters, etc. regardless of whether they
are electric or not. Reasonable/safe speed to
protect all users of the trails. If people want to go
faster, they can use the roadways.

Section 33: As a bicyclist and an owner of an
electric bicycle too.. it would be helpful to have
speed limits posted on the trails periodically. :) It
should apply to all bikes because a regular cyclist
can easily go over 20 MPH, but an e-bike is limited
to 20 MPH or less? Make them the same.

Section 33 and Section 39: Why is it permissible for Section 33 - bikes
electric bikes and scooters to travel at 20 mph
Limit trail usage to Class 1 e-bikes.
while vehicles are limited to 15 mph? Twenty mph
is much too fast for electric bikes and scooters,
recreational vehicles that can kill a pedestrian at
even 15 mph.

It shall be unlawful for any person to:
- Hold a tournament under the jurisdiction of the Board without having
procured a permit;
- Drive, putt or, in any other manner, play or practice golf, except in areas
specifically designated for such use; or
- Enter or exit any golf course, except through designated access points.

- Golf is allowed only on golf courses.
- Only approved tournaments are allowed.
- Do not enter or exit a golf course, except through a designated area.

34. The prohibition on practicing golf in the parks
is unnecessary. There’s no good reason to prohibit
this.

Item 30: remove this as many people do it and its
part of the fun of being at a beach. "No inflatable
toys, such as inner tubes, rafts, or loungers are
allowed."

Cross-country skiing

37
Horseback riding
38
Camping
39

Roller-skating

40

Snowmobiling

41

Crossbows

44
Motorized recreation
vehicles

Section 31 - what "rules" is the proposed language
referencing in the requirement to "[f]ollow all
Minnesota State Statutes and Rules?" Also, does
keeping an ice fishing house on a frozen lake
county as "ke[eping the house] on park property?"
It seems to include that behavior.

Section 32 - the reference to the county's website
should be removed, lest the link change in the
future.

Restrict ebikes and perhaps the speed on all bikes Please place limits on types of e-bikes and other eon paved trails to 12 mph!!! Require single track
vehicles on the trail to smallest and least
bikers to yield to hikers on unpaved trails!! I have disruptive
witnessed near tragic collisions and come within a
hairs width of being hit!

Under games - so axe throwing or jarts are
allowed? (Both have been popular at times.
Including now.)

#35 Games Should NOT be removed but should be Section 35 Games: For the safety of all, retain
amended to state must be engaged in using an
restrictions of original ordinance.
area that won't interfere with other park users.

Section 35 : remove it

Section 35 - why is this section recommended for 35 games: why remove it? It makes sense for
removal? Dangerous games should be banned,
safety.
and if this section is removed the behavior would
be permitted, as the county is also recommending
that the other section that could bar this behavior
(Section 8) should be removed as well. It's clear
the county is intending to send a message
regarding its position in inclusivity, diversity, etc.
Is the county not also sending a message regarding
dangerous and disruptive behavior (allowing more
of it)?

It shall be unlawful for any person to:
- Cross-country skiing is allowed only on designated trails and with an approved ski
- Cross-country ski in any park, except on designated trails at designated
trail pass.
times when weather conditions permit;
- Pedestrians and snowshoers are not allowed on groomed cross-country ski trails.
- Cross-country ski in any park in violation of Minnesota Statutes, Section
85.41 – Cross-country Ski Passes;
- Cross-country ski on park trails contrary to rules and regulations established
by the director or in violation of any posted trail sign; or
- Use cross-country ski trails during the cross-country ski season for any
activity other than cross-country skiing.

Item 36. "- Pedestrians and snowshoers are not
allowed on groomed cross-country ski trails."
Allow highers/snow shoers on the far edge of
trails.

#36 - please increase areas with official cc ski
trails.

Make it clear that snow shoes should not be on
cross country ski trails. That’s not safe for either
users

Section 36 - No bicycling or dog walking on XC Ski
trails. (Fat bikers cross over the tracks and ruin
them. We ride fat bikes ourselves, but not on ski
trails.)

It shall be unlawful for any person to ride or drive a horse in any park, except
in areas specifically designated for such use.

#37 - Horseback riding should be allowed in the
park. There should be horses in the park, that
would be great for urban kids to experience. You
should think about it.

Section 37 - should an exception be made as
permitted, and for the sheriff's mounted patrol?

ban any homeless camps

16 & 38. I'm concerned about these sections being Camping - overnight camping should be allowed
used to discriminate against people experiencing with permission from the sheriff's department.
homelessness.

Horseback riding is not allowed in parks.

It shall be unlawful for any person to establish or maintain any camp or other Do not set up or maintain a camp or temporary lodging or sleeping place in any
temporary lodging or sleeping place in any park, except by written
Park.
authorization from the Director, and then only in areas specifically designated
for such use.
It shall be unlawful for any person to:
- Roller-skate in a park, except on paved bike/hike trails unless posted
otherwise;
- Roller-skate in a park, except in a prudent, careful manner and at a speed
that is reasonable and safe with regard to the safety of the operator and
other persons in the immediate area;
- Roller-skate in any park building or shelter, except by written authorization
from the Director; or
- Roller-skate in any parking lot, except incidental travel between a motor
vehicle and an authorized use area.

New Title: Skating: Roller-Skating, In-Line Skating, Skateboarding, Scootering
Section 39: Same for the scooters. Make it a
- Skate only on paved trails and in a safe manner, as close to the right-hand side as uniform maximum speed limit for manual or
safe conditions allow.
electric assist.
- Do not skate in any Park building or shelter.
- Electric scooters are allowed only on paved trails and must be operated safely at
speeds below 20 mph.

It shall be unlawful for any person to:
- Operate a snowmobile in any park or on any public trail or lake surface
under the jurisdiction of the Board, except in areas and on trails and lakes
specifically designated for such use;
- Operate a snowmobile in any park or on any public trail or lake surface
under the jurisdiction of the Board contrary to, or in violation of, Minnesota
Statutes, Section 84.81-84.90, “Snowmobile Laws,’’ and Chapter 5: Natural
Resources 51-59, “Snowmobile Rules and Regulations’’ (all rules and
regulations therein pertaining to “public land and water” shall apply on park
property and park waters);Operate a snowmobile in excess of speed limits
specifically posted for such use or to speed in excess of 15 miles per hour
within 100 feet of any person fishing, fish house, pedestrian, skier, skating
rink, sliding or other area where such operation would conflict with or
endanger another person’s property;
- Operate a snowmobile within 150 feet of any residential shoreline on
sanctioned lakes within Ramsey County, except at a speed of 15 miles per
hour or less for the purpose of ingress and egress from the lake or for the
purpose of parking such vehicles near the shoreline;
- Operate a snowmobile to tow any person, sled or other conveyance, except
for by the use of a rigid tow bar attached to the rear of such snowmobile
(disabled snowmobiles shall be exempt); or
- Operate a snowmobile in violation of any posted sign.

Snowmobiles are not allowed in Parks, except at boat launch parking lots in winter, Section 40 - should an exception be made for park
and only as a way to get slowly and safely from a trailer directly to a lake.
employees and the sheriff's water patrol?
Furthermore, the existing statute regulates
behavior on all Ramsey County lakes, while the
new language only regulates behavior in Parks. Is
the addition of this new limit intentional?

It shall be unlawful for any person to ice skate, sled, coast, snowshoe or ski in
a park, except at designated times and places.

- Snowshoeing is allowed in Park areas open to the public and must not damage
trees or plants.
- Other winter activities, such as skating, sledding, and fat tire biking are allowed
only in designated areas.

#41: I’d like to see expansion of the “designated
Section 41 - other winter activities
areas” for fat biking and skijoring - more multi-use Add proviso for no walking on groomed fat bike
winter trails please! These should still be separate trails.
from walking trails (due to postholing), but don’t
limit so much to skiing only.

None

- Geocaching is allowed by permit.
- Caches must be more than 1/10th of a mile apart.
- Dangerous or illegal material may not be placed in a cache.

Section 42: Seems like an interesting add. I almost
feel as if ramsey county should team up with one
of the geocaching apps though and work with
them to designate spots, instead of leaving the
role of the permit on the consumer.

None

Crossbows are allowed at archery ranges for adaptive needs.

It shall be unlawful for any person to operate a motorized recreation vehicle
within a park, except in such areas and times as designated by the Board.

Motorized recreation vehicles, such as ATVs or UTVs are not allowed in any Park.
Snowmobile rules are located in Section 13.d. This does not include power-driven
mobility devices used by people with disabilities.

Geocaching

43

All fishermen should be allowed to fish on the boat
launch or dock as long as they do not interfere
with boater while loading or launching. I once got
cited by the Washington Sheriffs office for fishing
on the boat launch dock when there was no one
using it.

It shall be unlawful for any person to engage in any potentially dangerous
Recommended for removal. Injuring someone with a baseball would still be illegal
games involving thrown or propelled objects such as baseballs, horseshoes or under state statute.
similar objects, except in areas specifically designated for such use.

Other Winter Activities

42

Section 30 - Use revision for ordinance.

Section 32, Boating: This should not prohibit the
Boats - no motorized boats allowed on park
ability to launch a human-propelled boat like a
waters. No jet skis, no floaties, no water skiing!
kayak or canoe near the beach area. The boat
launches are dangerous and do not have suitable
launching conditions for kayaks or canoes—it is
much easier to launch them from the easy slope,
non concrete, and non-mucky area adjacent to the
beach area.

Games

36

Why is bathing being removed?

Section 44 - this section too seems to be a solution
in search of a problem. "[M]otorized recreation
vehicle" accurately describes the conduct to be
regulated, without requiring the discriminatory
addition of an exclusion for power-driven mobility
devices. The language should be kept as-is.

39: Prohibit ALL motorized skateboards and
scooters

42. Curious about what sort of permitting would
be required to participate in geocaching. Like my
9-yr-old needs to stop at an office or buy
something online before he can go geocache
hunting in the park?

Cross-country skiing - All trails should be shared
trails. Too many trails are closed in the winter to
walkers, hikers, and bikers. Either provide
additional parallel trails or all trails are shared
trails. If you are spending tax dollars to groom
cross-country ski trails then you need to be
equitable for those of us who do not ski. I like to
utilize the parks as much as the next person and
should have places to go.

Section 39 - is there a basis for the 20 mile-perhour speed limit on electric scooters? Should the
limit be lower?

42–please clarify placing a geocache requires a
permit, not the act of finding a geocache

Scooter 20 mph? Too Fast. Go on the street.
Designated bike trail. Too fast by walkers. On
roads there needs to be a side walk for walkers,
children bikes rollerblades, and other side
bikes/motorized scooters etc. Edgerton, Lake
Gervais, slow down!!, needs side walks.

Section 36, cross country skiing: we do more hiking
in the winter than in the summer (lack of ticks,
poison ivy, heat sickness, etc). Please do not allow
a small population of cross country skiing elitist to
take over the main trails and make them unusable
(i.e. off limits) to pedestrians and people
responsibly walking their pet. Side note: you have
no idea how discriminated against we feel as
responsible pet owners some days. The rules
should be simple: use a leash and pick up all poop.

#30 "Appropriate swimwear" seems to vague Who gets to decide what appropriate swimwear
who defines "appropriate", the sheriff? I thought is?
topless by anyone was allowed in public places per
state law?

Swim/water recreation - leashed dogs should be
allowed in the non-beach areas.

Remove transphobic female breasts restrictions.
Minneapolis removed this earlier this year.

Section 32 - Canoes should be allowed to launch
anywhere. Trouble at motorized boat ramps.

32 - Specify an increased separation distance for
wake surfing boats to prevent erosion, swamping
of smaller watercraft, etc.

32 boating: Do not create wake that will damage,
injure, or disturb people or Park property. Please
add: THAT WILL DAMAGE ANY LAKESHORE
PROPERTY. (Boats that throw large wakes are
tearing up shorelines and costing folks thousands
of dollars to repair shorelines).

32. Boating. Add language that requires boaters
to adhere to special lake rules. For example, Lake
Johanna has rules regarding speeds/times and
direction of travel that are regularly ignored by
boaters.

#33 bicycling …when pawing pedestrians on
shared or pedestrian only trails cyclist shall
announce their intent by ringing a bell or
announcing loudly “on your left”.

Section #33 requires revision and more detailed
instruction as I have been witness to virtually no
one abiding by these guidelines! Could a specific
trail be designed to accommodate bikers, bladers,
skaters?

33: Prohibit ALL motorized bicycles, and other
mobility devices, except motorized wheel chairs.

Section 33 - what constitutes a "safe manner?"
Further, why is there a requirement to "[f]ollow all
Minnesota State Statutes regarding bicycles" when
there is already a requirement in section 31 to "[f]
ollow all Minnesota State Statutes and Rules" at
large? It seems the requirement in section 33 is
surplusage and should be struck.

Section 30 - does the county intend to allow
bathing and wading, outside of the swimming
regulation? If not, why remove the language in
the existing ordinance? "Appropriate swimwear"
should be defined. Why is the requirement that
"staff directions and instructions" be followed on
the beach, but not elsewhere in the parks?

30. Swimming/Water Recreation - I cannot see
why anyone would be banned from using a
floatational device while they're in the water.

30. Swimming/Water Recreation. Eliminate
requirement that swimming only occur in
designated areas. What's the point? Many people
like to swim off their beaches or docks or from
their pontoon boats, people are often swimming in
the water while waiting for the the return of boat
tows, and some people regularly swim long
distances with an accompanying person in a kayak
or other boat.

This draft language was presented for community engagement. This is not final
proposed language. Items will be brought to Board of Commissioners for
discussion and direction in early November, 2021.
#

Section

45

Vehicle operation

46

Parking vehicles

These are comments received from the public
during the community engagement.

Current Ordinance

Draft Language as of 7.16.21

Comments

It shall be unlawful for any person to:
- Operate a motor vehiclewithin a park, except on roadways, parking areas,
parkways or other areas designated for such use;
- Operate a vehicle at a speed in excess of 15 miles per hour or posted speed
limits;
- Operate a vehicle within a park in violation of posted regulations, Minnesota
Statutes, Chapter 169, County or Municipal Traffic Code, Orders or Directions
of Peace Officers or Department Employees Authorized to Direct Traffic;
- Drive or operate a vehicle on or along any roads, drives or parking lots which
have been restricted, closed or posted with appropriate signs or barricades.
The director shall have the authority to order roads, drives or parking lots
within any park closed during the process of construction, reconstruction or
repair, or when, in the opinion of the director, weather conditions render
travel unsafe or unduly destructive.
- Operate a vehicle in a careless or reckless manner;
- Operate a vehicle which emits excessive or unusual noise, noxious fumes,
dense smoke or other pollutants;
- Fail to yield right of way to pedestrians and other trail users;
- Wash, grease, change oil, service or repair any vehicle in a park, except
disabled vehicles which shall be expeditiously made operational and removed;
- Drink, consume or possess an open bottle or container of an alcoholic or
intoxicating beverage in or on any motor vehicle when such vehicle is in a
park;
- Cause any taxi, limousine or vehicle for hire to stand in a park for the
purpose of soliciting or taking passengers other than those who have
requested or were carried to the site by said vehicle, unless licensed by the
Board; or

- Vehicles must be operated only on roadways and parking areas.
- Vehicles must be operated less than 15 miles per hour, or posted speed limit.
- Drivers must follow all Minnesota State Statutes and operate vehicles in a safe
manner.
- Vehicles must not be used to access private property through Park property.
- Vehicles must not emit excessive noise, fumes, or other pollutants.
- Drivers must yield to pedestrians and bicycles.
- Except for emergencies, do not wash, grease, change oil, service, or repair any
vehicle in any Park.
- Do not drink alcohol in a vehicle.

Clarification on who yields on rice creek trail at an
intersection, My understanding is state law says
motor vehicles yield to pedestrians in cross walks
(marked or unmarked), signs along the trail say
trail users yield to vehicles. Presumably state law
over rides local ordinances and that
language/signage should be updated.

Section 45: explicitly mention that motorized
vehicles may not be operated on pathways or
grass as happens all the time at mccarrons.

It shall be unlawful for any person to:
- Park or leave a vehicle standing, except in a designated area and then only
in a manner so as not to restrict normal traffic flow;
- Leave a vehicle standing after posted closing hours, except by written
authorization from the Director;
- Park a vehicle adjacent to any curb painted yellow in any park;
- Park in a space designated for handicapped parking only, except with
handicapped vehicle license or permit;
- Park or leave a vehicle without a trailer in a parking space designated for
vehicles with boat trailers; or
- Park a vehicle with a boat trailer, except in designated boat trailer parking
areas.
Vehicles illegally parked, disabled or abandoned may be towed away and
impounded at the owner’s expense. Said vehicle may be sold, if unclaimed
after 90 days, to pay towing and storage fees.

- Park vehicles in designated areas only.
- Do not park by yellow painted curbs.
- Handicapped-accessible parking is only for those with handicapped vehicle license
or permit.
- Boat trailers must only be parked in parking spots and lots designated for boat
trailers.
- Do not park or stage equipment or materials on park property.

Section 46: If allowing 24h access, which I hope
you do, consider designating sections of parking
for overnight parking purposes. Most likely
enforced after sunset. It would help the Sheriffs
keep tabs of who is intending to be there, and
supplies a dedicated space for a portapotty.

Section 46 - boat trailer parking. Currently trailers
are parked along Lake Johanna blvd (not in a
designated parking spot) . This would appear to
be a fairly easy (visible and during normal day time
hours) section to enforce. But it is not enforced.
Extending park hours to times that are more
difficult to enforce (lower visibilty when it is dark;
requiring officers to leave their vehicle and travel
by foot throughout the park) is not a good idea
since at this time we are not capable of enforcing
the 'easier' violations.

Consider when reviewing any ordinance/law/rule
that the worst case scenario isn't some one failing
to be punished at a level deemed appropriate by
those imagining the worst case; it's some one who
is scraping the edge of the ordinance facing the
maximum penalty because the ordinance/rule/law
allows for it.

#46 - Perhaps this section can address some
"loitering" issues -- I think fine if people go to the
Park and stay in their vehicle to eat, nap, read, talk
on the phone, use as a remote office and so on
(assuming restrictions on loud noise) -- but not for
occupants of one or multiple cars to hang out
around them, or in effect to have tailgate parties.
THANKS for sharing all the info about the previous
and proposed ordinance, and giving opportunity to
weigh in!

Keep numbers 4-22 unlawful. The alternative
messages sound as if the behavior is optional.

I did not see anything specific about a new
common item: hammocks.

Starting with section 4, wording is inconsistent.
Sometimes it says "the following are not
allowed...." and other times it says "Do not...."
Consistency throughout would be good.

Is there a spot to talk about hammocks? Some
Looks good. Appreciate the revisions in plain
parka have rules about them now, as they can
English!
scrape bark off trees. But if it's not a concern here,
them no worries. :)

I've read through it. There's nothing in there than
seems unfair to any specific race or designation of
people.

It looks good. The language is simpler and more
clear.

Agree with the proposed changes. Would like to
see more enforcement of rules. 75% of dog
owners clean up after their dogs, but the other
25% make it dangerous for children running
around. 80% of bikers are courteous, but the
other 20% think that it is their right to go 25 mph
and everyone better stay out of their way.
Keep all of the existing rules. Enforce them.

General

General (cont.)

Too many good policies being downsized or
completely taken out of ordinances. Not good.

General Comment: Proposed language is much
simpler to understand. People will be much more
likely to read this language.

Keep status quo.

Need cameras in the lots and prosecution of
people breaking into cars.

General (cont.)

Section 45 regarding parking, often people park on Section 45 - what benefit is to be gained by
the grass at McCarron's beach by the big shelter,
removing the language "[Orders or Directions of
there needs to be parking enforcement.
Peace Officers or Department Employees
Authorized to Direct Traffic?" Should these
instructions now be disregarded? "[E]xcessive
noise, fumes, or other pollutants" should be
defined. What constitutes an "emergenc[y]"
should also be defined, as the existing ordinance
language does. Why is that language being
removed in the first place?

If any of these are changed, PLEASE communicate
them in writing (like a brochure) in residents mail.
Thank you!

In general: very good to see plain English; thank
you

proposed language much clearer.

Equity equity equity. People that live in
apartments should be allowed to recreate in
greenspace at night at their leisure.

Those are good changes, especially making it plain I like the simplification of the language in all areas. Have you decided to completely disregard
The new draft language is much easier to read and This is a very good revision, it is simpler, shorter,
language.
adjacent properties??? Shouldn't respect for
understand. Kudos to the team that made the
and much more meaningful to the average reader.
adjacent properties be addressed? This applies to recommended changes.
many sections within the regulations. See
specifically sections on noise and wakes created by
boating.

More needs to be done to communicate/educate
the public on these 2 items:

Now that I read the ordinance, I see a lot of
behaviors I have observed that I think are wrong
are, in fact, against park ordinances. I think most
folks are not aware of these rules and some are
not followed to the detriment of the parks and
park users. More signage would help I think.

There doesn't need to be an issue to exist to make
changes on health and equity.

Are you seriously spending time on this bananas? All others: Easier to read and understand than the
you don't enforce (through education or other) the old verbage.
ordinances you already have, seems like this is just
a way to make a rule to support whatever makes it
easier for you.

In sum, it's very unclear the benefits the county
intends to see through many of the proposed edits
to the ordinance. In many cases the proposed
language is incompletely defined, of improper
scope, and appears to not have been drafted by an
attorney. If these issues and those described
above are not rectified before the ordinance is
adopted, the county and its taxpayers will end up
footing the bill for whatever litigation will arise
from the identified drafting errors.

I really don't see how this is in equity/inequity
issue. You're just interested in communicating
your rules better for all to understand. This is
about communication and nothing else.

I appreciate that the proposed revisions overall are Overall it looks good and I appreciate that it's in
more plain language making it easier to
easier to understand terms and sounds more
understand and therefore comply with in practice. modern.
I appreciate the analysis on how the loitering
provision has been applied in practice to inform
the proposed revision. I agree with deferring to
state statute when applicable.

I really really like a lot of the other proposed
changes. Glad to see you addressing drones,
electric bikes, unnecessarily gendered language,
allowing small canopies, etc. Thank you!

I wonder if the language of any of these sections
were written by an attorney - listing rules as
instructions "Do not damage, vandalize, etc." do
not create actionable violations. The ordinance
needs to say what is unlawful, rather than instruct
people on their behavior. Perhaps replace "Do
not" with "Park visitors may not."

- Pedestrians and snowshoers are not allowed on
groomed cross-country ski trails. (lots of people
snowshoe to the edge of the trail. As a xc skier, I
don't mind as long as they respect the groomed
areas, such as the skate ski deck.)

PLEASE tell officers to take the leash law seriously. I think the additions are well thought out.
There may be signs telling people to keep their
dogs leashed but they frequently are not enforced.
(This is a recent development.) I am a senior who
enjoys parks but I have been knocked down by
unleashed dogs and seen them chasing wild-life
(deer, swans)

